Re: Your request for access to information under Part II of the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act (File # NR-74-2018)

On March 28, 2018, the Department of Natural Resources received your request for access to the following records/information:

All records created in the past six months related to the creation of Nalcor Oil and Gas as a crown corporation separate from Nalcor

On April 19, 2018 in accordance with subsection 23(2) of the Act, which states:

23(2) The commissioner may approve an application for an extension of time where the commissioner considers that it is necessary and reasonable to do so in the circumstances, for the number of business days the commissioner considers appropriate.

The OIPC granted a 10 day time extension on this file.

On May 8, 2018 in accordance with subsection 23(2) of the Act, which states:

23(2) The commissioner may approve an application for an extension of time where the commissioner considers that it is necessary and reasonable to do so in the circumstances, for the number of business days the commissioner considers appropriate.

The OIPC granted a further 3 day time extension on this file.
I am pleased to inform you that a decision has been made by the Department of Natural Resources, confirmed by the Deputy Minister, to provide access to the records requested (see attached).

We are providing access to the most information possible but have made redactions in accordance with Sections 27(1)(h), 27(2)(a), 29(1)(a), 30(1)(b), 35(1)(d), 35(1)(f), and 35(1)(g), of ATIPPA, 2015 as follows:

27. (1)(h) In this section, “cabinet record” means a record created during the process of developing or preparing a submission for the Cabinet;

27. (2)(a) The head of a public body shall refuse to disclose to an applicant a cabinet record;

29. (1)(a) The head of a public body may refuse to disclose to an applicant information that would reveal advice, proposals, recommendations, analyses or policy options developed by or for a public body or minister;

30. (1)(b) The head of a public body may refuse to disclose to an applicant information that would disclose legal opinions provided to a public body by a law officer of the Crown;

35. (1)(d) The head of a public body may refuse to disclose to an applicant information which could reasonably be expected to disclose information, the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to result in the premature disclosure of a proposal or project or in significant loss or gain to a third party;

35. (1)(f) The head of a public body may refuse to disclose to an applicant information which could reasonably be expected to disclose positions, plans, procedures, criteria or instructions developed for the purpose of contractual or other negotiations by or on behalf of the government of the province or a public body, or considerations which relate to those negotiations

35. (1)(g) The head of a public body may refuse to disclose to an applicant information which could reasonably be expected to disclose information, the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to prejudice the financial or economic interest of the government of the province or a public body

In accordance with previously cited exemptions, we have redacted in full emails and attachments identified below using the previously cited exemptions:

In Bundle 1, an email at page 3 and the attachment that comprises pages 4 to 10;
In Bundle 1, an email at page 11 and the attachment that comprises pages 12 to 33;
Bundle 2 has been redacted in totality, specifically in Bundle 2, an email at page 1 and the attachment that comprises pages 2 to 20, in Bundle 2, an email at pages 21 to 22
and the attachment that comprises pages 23 to 46 and in Bundle 2, an email at page 47 and the attachment that comprises pages 48 to 70;
In Bundle 3, an email at pages 3 to 4 and the attachment that comprises pages 5 to 26;
In Bundle 3 an email at page 27 and the attachment that comprises pages 28 to 36
In Bundle 4, an email at page 3 and the attachment that comprises pages 4 to 11.
In Bundle 4, an email at page 12 and the attachment that comprises pages 13 to 20

As set out in section 42 of the Act you may ask the Information and Privacy Commissioner to review the department’s decision to provide access to the requested information. A request to the Commissioner must be made in writing within 15 business days of the date of this letter or within a longer period that may be allowed by the Commissioner. Your request should identify your concerns with the department’s response and why you are requesting a review.

The request for review may be addressed to the Information and Privacy Commissioner as follows:

Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner
2 Canada Drive
P.O. Box 13004, Stn. A
St. John’s, NL A1B 3V8

Telephone: (709) 729-6309
Toll-Free: 1-877-729-6309
Facsimile: (709) 729-6500

Pursuant to section 52 of the Act, you may also appeal directly to the Supreme Court Trial Division within 15 business days after receiving the department’s decision.

Please be advised that responsive records will be published following a 72 hour period after the response is sent electronically to you or five business days in the case where records are mailed to you. It is the goal to have the responsive records posted to the Completed Access to Information Requests website within one business day following the applicable period of time. Please note that requests for personal information will not be posted online.

For further details about how an access to information request is processed, please refer to the Access to Information Policy and Procedures Manual at http://www.atipp.gov.nl.ca/info/index.html.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 709-729-0463 or rhynes@gov.nl.ca.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Rod Hynes
ATIPP Coordinator
Bundle 1
It was fun but you are better at coming up with a new name I am sure...here are some ideas. If would be great to get a name and logo without spending any money...we could do it in house.
Draft Guiding Principles
- Avoid derivatives of “Nalcor” to create space for refresh
- Simplicity, authenticity, relevance, uniqueness
- Name should be short, distinctive, and memorable
- Easy to pronounce and spell
- Needs to align with industry and public expectations
Bundle 3
Hynes, Rodney (NR)

From: McIntosh, Gordon
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2018 9:22 PM
To: Charles Bown
Subject: Re: Charles Bown invited you to “Meeting on Nalcor Oil And Gas”

Charles, I am chairing the Statoil Meeting which starts at 9.30 and need to do the first session until 10.30 which I cannot really change now. I will come up and maybe catch the last 15 minutes with a bit of luck.
Regards,
Gordon

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Charles Bown
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2018 20:44
To: McIntosh, Gordon
Reply To: 2_GEYTGNBXHA4DKNJZGAYTCMZUG4XALPFLJ4ARQQ4CJ4B6WSDJCH76K2JS6SSCUYQEWMBXY243GNQI@imip.me.com
Subject: Charles Bown invited you to “Meeting on Nalcor Oil And Gas”

Charles Bown invited you to “Meeting on Nalcor Oil And Gas”

when: 21 March 2018, 10:00 PM NDT - 11:00 PM NDT
location: Channing Boardroom, 9th Floor, East Block
invitees: Aaron Engen, Jim Keating, Todd Stanley and you.
See replies.

☑ Accept
☒ Decline
❓ Maybe

Do not recognise this sender? Report Junk.

Cloud
I’ll send this back to Scott now.

Thanks!

From: Coady, Siobhan
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2018 4:07 PM
To: Quinton, Diana
Subject: Re: As discussed

How is this??

Mr. Speaker, earlier in my speech, I highlighted our government’s ambitious plan – Advance 2030 – to accelerate responsible development of our offshore oil industry.

Our optimism is supported by the long-term exploration programs for the various holdings in Jeanne d’Arc, Flemish Pass and Orphan basin that Statoll, Husky, ExxonMobil, Nexen Energy, and BP are undertaking. They have already submitted program descriptions to the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency.

Current exploration work commitments in our offshore oil industry total $2.9 billion.

To unlock the true potential of our offshore oil industry, it is important that we continue to invest in seismic acquisition which defines the opportunity, attracts exploration and encourages development.

To date, outcomes of provincial investments in seismic acquisition have been exciting. We now know there are 20 basins including several new play trends and have identified over 650 new leads and prospects. Taking this information to the world’s leading oil and gas companies has resulted in 7 new entrants offshore in the last 2 years alone and has driven investment in exploration.

Mr. Speaker, To help realize our potential in offshore oil and gas development and to action Advance 2030, our government is committed to initiating a process that would see the oil and gas division of Nalcor Energy established as a stand-alone crown corporation. It would work directly with the department of Natural Resources to accelerate the growth and opportunity of our petroleum industry returning significant value to the people and economy of Newfoundland and Labrador.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.
Mr. Speaker, earlier in my speech, I highlighted our government’s ambitious plan – Advance 2030 – to accelerate and responsibly develop the riches that exist in our offshore oil industry.

Our optimism is supported by the long-term exploration programs for the various holdings in Jeanne d’Arc, Flemish Pass and Orphan basin that Statoil, Husky, ExxonMobil, Nexen Energy, and BP Capacity are undertaking. They have already submitted program descriptions to the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency.

Current exploration work commitments in our offshore oil industry total $2.9 billion.

To unlock the true potential of our offshore oil industry, it is essential that we continue to invest in seismic acquisition.

Quite simply, it is integral to developing our offshore oil industry.

To date, outcomes of provincial investments in seismic acquisition have been exciting. It has resulted in the discovery of three new basins; a new play trend, which is an industry game-changer; and the identification of over 650 new leads and prospects.

Mr. Speaker, the world is knocking on our door.

To help realize that potential and action Advance 2030, our government is committed to initiating a process that would see the oil and gas division of Nalcor Energy established as a stand-alone company. Free from the limitations of being a part of a large conglomerate. We are committed to creating an entity that is dedicated to growing our petroleum industry and returning significant value to the people and economy of Newfoundland and Labrador.

FYI – the language earlier in the speech is

Through the implementation of Advance 2030, our goal is to position Newfoundland and Labrador as a preferred location for oil and gas development while supporting the growth of an internationally recognized supply and service sector. We believe the potential for direct employment of more than 7,500 people in operations and over 100 new exploration wells drilled by 2030 is very much within our reach.
Mr. Speaker, earlier in my speech, I highlighted our government’s ambitious plan – Advance 2030 – to accelerate responsible development of our offshore oil industry.

Our optimism is supported by the long-term exploration programs for the various holdings in Jeanne d’Arc, Flemish Pass and Orphan basin that Statoil, Husky, ExxonMobil, Nexen Energy, and BP are undertaking. They have already submitted program descriptions to the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency. Current exploration work commitments in our offshore oil industry total $2.9 billion.

To unlock MAXIMIZE the true potential of our offshore oil industry, it is important that we continue to invest in seismic acquisition which defines the opportunity, attracts exploration and encourages development.

To date, outcomes of provincial investments in seismic acquisition have been exciting. We now know there are OVER 20 basins including several new play trends and we have identified over 650 new leads and prospects. Taking this information to the world’s leading oil and gas companies has resulted in seven new entrants offshore in the last two years alone and has driven investment in exploration.

Mr. Speaker, to help realize our potential in offshore oil and gas development and to support Advance 2030, our government is committed to initiating a process that would see the oil and gas subsidiary of Nalcor Energy established as a stand-alone crown corporation. It would work directly with the Department of Natural Resources to accelerate the growth and opportunity of our petroleum industry, returning significant value to the people and economy of Newfoundland and Labrador.
Hynes, Rodney (NR)

From: Quinton, Diana
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 10:14 AM
To: Foote, Carla; Joyce, Luke; Barfoot, Scott
Subject: Messages for Today
Attachments: KMs - Updated Advance 2030 - March 26.doc; KMs - Embedded Contractors UPDATED March 26.doc

Diana Quinton
Director of Communications
Natural Resources
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
709-729-5282
KEY MESSAGES

Natural Resources
Plans for Exploration and Development of the Offshore
March 26, 2018

Summary:
On Friday, March 23, the department received a question from Terry Roberts. Are there plans to separate some Nalcor operations? Specifically, oil/gas and the Lower Churchill Project. I've been hearing reports that this will happen next week.

Anticipated Question:
- Are there plans to separate some Nalcor operations?

Key Messages:
- An immediate priority of government is to drive exploration in the oil and gas industry – as presented in Advance 2030: A Plan for Growth in the Newfoundland and Labrador Oil and gas Industry.

- The resource potential in our offshore is incredible with less than 7 per cent licensed, over 650 leads and prospects identified to date, seven new entrants in the past two years, and $2.9 billion in recent exploration work commitments.

- Partnership and collaboration have been fundamental to our success and we look forward to continuing to work with the Oil and Gas Industry Development Council - and all stakeholders - on exploration and development of our offshore opportunity.

Prepared by: Diana Quinton, Director of Communications
Approved by: Siobhan Coady, Minister
KEY MESSAGES

Natural Resources
Embedded Contractors
March 26, 2018

Summary:
- On Saturday, March 24, there was an editorial by Pam Frampton entitled: Former embedded contractor speaks out. A former embedded contractor with Muskrat Falls says they’re tired of being seen as part of the reason why costs skyrocketed on the $12.7-billion hydroelectric project, and says it’s time the public knew more about the set-up of the so-called “shadow workforce.” News coverage has cited a lack of transparency surrounding embedded contractors’ pay — which is protected to a degree by legislation — and that lack of information has raised public suspicions.
- In ATIPP requests, Nalcor had withheld the names of companies associated with the contractors, billing rates and other financial information.

Anticipated Question:
- Will government change the legislation to allow information about contractors to be released?

Key messages:
- We appreciate the work of contractors on the Muskrat Falls Project.
- We want to ensure we are being as open and transparent as possible regarding the project.
- Nalcor is changing the language in all new contracts and contract renewals for project management services (which includes all contractors on the Lower Churchill Project) that will enable release of contractor rates. This will ensure transparency moving forward.
- Government has committed to look further into this issue, and is examining the Energy Corporation Act to ensure transparency is provided.

Prepared by: Diana Quinton, Director of Communications
Approved by: Siobhan Coady, Minister of Natural Resources
Potential copyright material

If you wish to obtain a copy please contact the ATIPP Office at (709) 729-7072 or atippoffice@gov.nl.ca.
Hi Diana, calling you on this.

Best,
Marc

-----Original Message-----
From: FRED HUTTON [mailto:fred.hutton@cbc.ca]
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 1:21 PM
To: Budgell, Marc <MarcBudgell@gov.nl.ca>
Subject: Nalcor Question

Hi Marc, I'm wondering if the Minister has any official comment on our Nalcor story? Also wondering if part of the reason for doing this is to sell off some of the oil and gas assets and or parts of Muskrat Falls?

Thanks,
Fred

Sent from my iPhone
I will revise as follows:

If Nalcor Energy will no longer have revenue from oil and gas will they be coming back to government looking for more equity?
This will be a future consideration as to equity required by Nalcor Energy.

Another key message is transparency and accountability; Not longer a subsidiary but focused directly on achieving Advance 2030.

Don't think is exactly correct -

If Nalcor Energy will no longer have revenue from oil and gas will they be coming back to government looking for more equity?

That is not the intention as the Lower Churchill Project is now moving towards completion of construction.
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

Natural Resources
Oil and Gas as Stand-Alone Corporation
March 27, 2018

Summary:
- In Budget 2018, it is being announced that the oil and gas subsidiary of Nalcor Energy will be established as a stand-alone crown corporation.
- There was some discussion of this in local media on Monday, March 26.

Key messages:
- An immediate priority of government is to drive exploration in the oil and gas industry – as presented in Advance 2030: A Plan for Growth in the Newfoundland and Labrador Oil and gas Industry.
• The resource potential in our offshore is incredible with less than 7 per cent licensed, over 650 leads and prospects identified to date, seven new entrants in the past two years, and $2.9 billion in recent exploration work commitments.

• To help realize our potential in offshore oil and gas development and to support Advance 2030, our government is committed to initiating a process that would see the oil and gas subsidiary of Nalcor Energy established as a stand-alone crown corporation. It would work directly with the Department of Natural Resources to accelerate the growth and opportunity of our petroleum industry, returning significant value to the people and economy of Newfoundland and Labrador.

When does this change take effect?
We are in the process of working out the details of the new corporation which will begin immediately.

How many people will be affected?
We are not expecting immediate changes to people employed within the oil and gas subsidiary. The team is already in a separate location from Nalcor Energy.

Will this change require an equity investment from government?
No, the corporation will be self-funded and expected to be cash flow positive.

If Nalcor Energy will no longer have revenue from oil and gas will they be coming back to government looking for more equity?
That is not the intention as the Lower Churchill Project is now moving towards completion of construction.

How will this affect plans for rate management?
Plans for rate management are continuing. All options are being considered.

Will revenues from oil and gas be returned as dividends to the provincial treasury?
This will be a future decision as to how revenues will flow back to the province.

Will this result in cost savings?
Yes, we are expecting some cost savings as operations are streamlined.

What lines of business will be covered by this new entity?
The oil and gas exploration team will be part of the new corporation. As well, consideration will be made for considering Bull Arm Site Corporation as a result of its direct links to servicing the oil and gas industry.

Will the new corporation continue to hold equity in oil projects?
Yes, it is intended that the new corporation will continue to hold and manages equity interests in Hibernia Southern Extension (5%), Whiterose (10%) and Hebron (4.9%)

How do you expect the CEO and Board of Directors to respond to this news?
Both the CEO and chair of Board of Directors have been apprised and understand government's position.

Is this just a branding exercise to cut oil and gas loose from the boondoggle?
This initiative is to help realize our potential in offshore oil and gas development and to support Advance 2030. The corporation would work directly with the Department of Natural Resources to
accelerate the growth and opportunity of our petroleum industry, returning significant value to the people and economy of Newfoundland and Labrador.

What are the long-term plans for Nalcor Energy? Do you plan to sell the Lower Churchill Project?
There are no plans to sell the Lower Churchill Project.

How much money is being put into Nalcor Energy this year as an equity investment?
This year, the investment totals $723.9 million and will support the completion of the Muskrat Falls Project which is close to 90 per cent complete.
• To help realize our potential in offshore oil and gas development and to support Advance 2030, our government is committed to initiating a process that would see the oil and gas subsidiary of Nalcor Energy established as a stand-alone crown corporation. It would work directly with the Department of Natural Resources to accelerate the growth and opportunity of our petroleum industry, returning significant value to the people and economy of Newfoundland and Labrador. These efforts will also result in greater transparency and accountability; as oil and gas will no longer be a subsidiary but focused directly on achieving Advance 2030.

• Budget 2018 is committing $60 million over 10 years to the Innovation and Business Development Fund which is focused on strategic investments for growth in the Newfoundland and Labrador oil and gas industry. This will support actions outlined in Advance 2030.

• Budget 2018 is supporting mineral exploration and growth in the mining industry - a major contributor to the economy, particularly in rural areas of the province. Commitments include:
  o $1.7 million for the Mineral Incentive Program, including the Junior Exploration Assistance Program, to encourage mineral exploration and to support the mining industry.
  o About $4.5 million for the Geological Survey which maps our diverse geology and provides sophisticated geoscience to help position the province globally as an exciting prospect for commodities including iron ore, gold, nickel, copper, zinc and industrial minerals.

• Budget 2018 is focused on completing the Muskrat Falls Project, despite inherited challenges, through an equity investment of $723.9 million in Nalcor and is committed to electricity rate management.

• Government is also exploring other renewable energy opportunities to provide the province with the potential for use here at home by residents, business and industry, as well as exporting to satisfy the clean energy demands of the North American market.
Please see below.

From: DeanneFisher@nalcorenergy.com [mailto:DeanneFisher@nalcorenergy.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2018 12:39 PM
To: Quinton, Diana
Subject: Internal Email to All Staff from Stan

Diana,

As discussed... please see Stan's email to all staff post budget speech. As mentioned, the rumor mill and the CBC story is creating angst for employees. We're going our best to address this while not saying too much as there are quite a few things to be worked out e.g. BAF.

Subject line: Budget Speech Impacts

Good afternoon,

Today the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador brought down its 2018-19 budget. In the budget speech, the Minister of Finance stated that to help realize the province's potential in offshore oil and gas development and to support Advance 2030, government is committed to initiating a process that would see the oil and gas subsidiary of Nalcor Energy established as a stand-alone crown corporation. We will support our oil and gas colleagues through this transition, but when complete, we will miss them and wish them continued success. I do not foresee any significant impact to other Nalcor operations from this announcement nor any other initiatives from Government.

For Nalcor Energy, this decision brings sharper focus to our utility business. We must build on the great year of success we saw in 2017 and finish the Muskrat Falls Project strong. We must focus on integrating these assets into the electricity system, while also meeting the electricity needs of our customers in a safe and reliable manner.

I'm sharing with you today the information I have at this time. As we continue to learn more about how these changes will take place, I will update employees accordingly.

Thank you,
Stan

Deanne Fisher
General Manager, Corporate Affairs and Corporate Planning
Nalcor Energy
t. 709 733-5299 c. 709 697-3418
You owe it to yourself, and your family, to make it home safely every day. What have you done today so that nobody gets hurt?
Diana Quinton
Director of Communications
Natural Resources
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
709-729-5282
KEY MESSAGES

Natural Resources
Oil and Gas as Stand-Alone Corporation
March 27, 2018

Summary:
• In Budget 2018, it is being announced that the oil and gas subsidiary of Nalcor Energy will be established as a stand-alone crown corporation.
• There was some discussion of this in local media on Monday, March 26.

Anticipated Question:
• Why is government separating the oil and gas business from Nalcor Energy?

Key messages:
• An immediate priority of government is to drive exploration in the oil and gas industry – as presented in Advance 2030: A Plan for Growth in the Newfoundland and Labrador Oil and gas Industry.

• The resource potential in our offshore is incredible with less than 7 per cent licensed, over 650 leads and prospects identified to date, seven new entrants in the past two years, and $2.9 billion in recent exploration work commitments.

• To help realize our potential in offshore oil and gas development and to support Advance 2030, our government is committed to initiating a process that would see the oil and gas subsidiary of Nalcor Energy established as a stand-alone crown corporation. It would work directly with the Department of Natural Resources to accelerate the growth and opportunity of our petroleum industry, returning significant value to the people and economy of Newfoundland and Labrador.

• These efforts will also result in greater transparency and accountability; as oil and gas will no longer be a subsidiary but focused directly on achieving Advance 2030.

Prepared by: Diana Quinton, Director of Communications
Approved by: Gordon McIntosh, Deputy Minister
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Natural Resources
Oil and Gas as Stand-Alone Corporation
March 27, 2018

When does this change take effect?
We are in the process of working out the details of the new corporation which will begin immediately.

How many people will be affected?
We are not expecting immediate changes to people employed within the oil and gas subsidiary. The team is already in a separate location from Nalcor Energy.

Will this change require an equity investment from government?
No, the corporation will be self-funded and expected to be cash flow positive.

If Nalcor Energy will no longer have revenue from oil and gas will they be coming back to government looking for more equity?
This will be a future consideration as to equity required by Nalcor Energy.

How will this affect plans for rate management?
Plans for rate management are continuing. All options are being considered.

Will revenues from oil and gas be returned as dividends to the provincial treasury?
This will be a future decision as to how revenues will flow back to the province.

Will this result in cost savings?
Yes, we are expecting some cost savings as operations are streamlined.

What lines of business will be covered by this new entity?
The oil and gas exploration team will be part of the new corporation. As well, consideration will be made for considering Bull Arm Site Corporation as a result of its direct links to servicing the oil and gas industry.

Will the new corporation continue to hold equity in oil projects?
Yes, it is intended that the new corporation will continue to hold and manages equity interests in Hibernia Southern Extension (5%), Whiterose (10%) and Hebron (4.9%)

How do you expect the CEO and Board of Directors to respond to this news?
Both the CEO and chair of Board of Directors have been apprised and understand government’s position.
Is this just a branding exercise to cut oil and gas loose from the boondoggle? This initiative is to help realize our potential in offshore oil and gas development and to support Advance 2030. The corporation would work directly with the Department of Natural Resources to accelerate the growth and opportunity of our petroleum industry, returning significant value to the people and economy of Newfoundland and Labrador.

What are the long-term plans for Nalcor Energy? Do you plan to sell the Lower Churchill Project?
There are no plans to sell the Lower Churchill Project.

How much money is being put into Nalcor Energy this year as an equity investment?
This year, the investment totals $723.9 million and will support the completion of the Muskrat Falls Project which is close to 90 per cent complete.
Potential copyright material

If you wish to obtain a copy please contact the ATIPP Office at (709) 729-7072 or atipoffice@gov.nl.ca.
And Advance 2030 in general – the direction being taken for oil and gas exploration and development.

--- Original message  
From: "Quinton, Diana" <DianaQuinton@gov.nl.ca>  
Date: 2018-03-28 9:15 AM (GMT-03:30)  
To: Richard Alexander <RAlexander@nlec.nf.ca>  
Cc: Jaclyn Sullivan <jsullivan@nlec.nf.ca>  
Subject: Requesting quote from Employers' Council

Hi Richard:

We are wondering if the Employers' Council would be interested in providing a quote regarding yesterday's oil and gas announcement.

The Minister will be using the info (attributed to you) in her speaking points for the House and media. As well, we may do some social media tweets.

Thanks for considering,
Diana
Diana Quinton  
Director of Communications  
Natural Resources  
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador  
709-729-5282

"This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender."
Okay. Thank you Richard.

we generally let NOIA take the lead on oil and gas.
stepping on toes. 😊

Sent from my Bell Samsung device over Canada's largest network.

-------- Original message --------
From: "Quinton, Diana" <DianaQuinton@gov.nl.ca>
Date: 2018-03-28 10:22 AM (GMT-03:30)
To: Richard Alexander <RAlexander@nlec.nf.ca>
Cc: Jaclyn Sullivan <jsullivan@nlec.nf.ca>
Subject: RE: Requesting quote from Employers' Council

Yes

are you talking specifically about the split up of Nalcor?

Richard

Sent from my Bell Samsung device over Canada's largest network.

-------- Original message --------
From: "Quinton, Diana" <DianaQuinton@gov.nl.ca>
Date: 2018-03-28 9:15 AM (GMT-03:30)
To: Richard Alexander <RAlexander@nlec.nf.ca>
Cc: Jaclyn Sullivan <jsullivan@nlec.nf.ca>
Subject: Requesting quote from Employers' Council

Hi Richard:

We are wondering if the Employers' Council would be interested in providing a quote regarding yesterday's oil and gas announcement.

The Minister will be using the info (attributed to you) in her speaking points for the House and media. As well, we may do some social media tweets.

Thanks for considering,
Diana

Diana Quinton
Director of Communications
Natural Resources
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
709-729-5282
From: Todd Stanley
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2018 3:37 PM
McIntosh, Gordon
FW: Oilco

This e-mail (including any attachments) is confidential and is intended only for the use of the addressee(s). The contents of this e-mail may contain personal information and/or be covered by various forms of privilege, including solicitor-client privilege. Any unauthorized copying, distribution, publication or disclosure is prohibited. Receipt of this e-mail by anyone other than the intended recipient does not constitute waiver of privilege. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender or the Department of Justice and Public Safety, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador and delete all versions of same. Thank you.

From: Pelletier, Randy
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2018 3:13 PM
To: Stanley, Todd <toddstanley@gov.nl.ca>
Subject: RE: Oilco

This what I sent to CB I think last week.

Civil Division,
Office of the Attorney General
Department of Justice and Public Safety
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
P.O. Box 8700
St. John's, NL
A1B 4J6

Tel: 709-729-1339
Fax:709-729-2129

"This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender."

From: Stanley, Todd
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2018 3:07 PM
To: Pelletier, Randy
Subject: FW: Oilco

See below - do we have a draft? They want to get it out. Note CB is gone on vacation as I understand it.

Todd Stanley, QC
Deputy Minister and Deputy Attorney General
Department of Justice and Public Safety
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
709.729.2872 709.729.2129
This e-mail (including any attachments) is confidential and is intended only for the use of the addressee(s). The contents of this e-mail may contain personal information and/or be covered by various forms of privilege, including solicitor/client privilege. Any unauthorized copying, distribution, publication or disclosure is
From: McIntosh, Gordon  
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2018 1:13 PM  
To: Stanley, Todd <toddstanley@gov.nl.ca>  
Subject: Oilco

Todd,
Do you know where we are with the directive?
Regards
Gordon

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.